
1.  Parvaaz-e Noor: Flight of Light 4:39

2.  I Came, I Saw, I Surrendered 6:08

3.  Virah: The Longing 12:05
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5.  Shiva-Shakti 6:26

6.  Aafreen 8:40

7.  Come Hither My Love 9:53

8.  Usha 8:12

Total Truck Time: 62.15
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TRANSCENDING BORDERS
ONE NOTE AT A TIME

Introduction

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam, a Sanskrit shlok, means “the world is one family”. For 
centuries, the human spirit has been transcending literal and figurative borders to 
survive and thrive. Inspired by the confluence of cultures this brings, Delhi to 
Damascus– the HUM Ensemble’s debut album– is a celebration of the shared 
history between India and Syria. As major trading cities of the legendary Silk Road, 
a vibrant cultural exchange flourished, exemplified by their common Sufi music 
tradition and the ancient Indo-Iranian and Indo-European Sanskrit script.

A collaboration between Syrian and Indian Classical/Semi-Classical music, the 
album features oud, sitar, sarangi, and tabla, some of the most iconic instruments of 
these countries. Drawn from traditional Indian ragas, melodic Arabic maqams, 
philosophical Sufi poems, pulsating folk grooves, and lyrical thumris, it takes us on 
a mesmerizing journey of beginnings, poetry, faith, romantic yearning, and divinity. 
Its transcendental music, at times foreign and at others familiar, engages 
differences only to overcome them, inspiring us to embrace humanity as our 
community. 

An earnest quest to start a dialogue and spark compassion, Delhi to Damascus
is a musical invitation to a spiritual odyssey, inspired by the spirit of Vasudhaiva 
Kutumbakam– the beautiful ideal of inclusion, empathy, and global community.

Shonool Malik



Artist Bios

Kinan Adnawi - Oud

Kinan hails from Syria and has studied oud with Azerbaijani expert Askar Ali Akbar. A 
soloist and an ensemble performer, he won first place at major oud festivals in Lebanon 
and Syria and was named a Laureate in oud competitions in Tunisia and Egypt. 
Passionate about creating, improvising, and world music traditions, his concerts are 
famous for their experimental rhythms and enchanting soundscapes. He has an M.A. in 
Contemporary Music from the New England Conservatory in Massachusetts.

Sandeep Das - Tabla

Celebrated as one of the world’s foremost tabla players, Sandeep Das’s international 
reputation of over three decades began with his debut concert with Pandit Ravi 
Shankar at the age of 17. A charismatic and dynamic performer, composer extraordi-
naire, and an out-of-the-box visionary and educator, he has been a known name at 
prestigious venues and music festivals worldwide, and his commissioned compositions 
have been critically acclaimed and toured internationally. He is a 2019 Guggenheim 
Fellow and a member of the 2017 Grammy-winning Silk Road Ensemble of Yo-Yo Ma 
for more than two decades.

To learn more about him, please visit www.sandeepdas.com.

Rajib Karmakar - Sitar

A remarkable performing artist, composer, and educator, Rajib received his musical 
training in sitar by Pt. Durgadas Karmakar and Pt. Ramdas Chakravarty, and in Vocals 

by Ustad Ghulam Akbar Khan. He also has a Masters in Music Technology. He often 
experiments with World Music, Rock, and Jazz. His other projects involve works with 
Sony, Warner Brothers, Dreamworks, and Disney to name a few. He has been an 
artist-in-residence and guest lecturer at several universities, including Brandeis 
University, CSUN, Center for World Music, and the California Institute of the Arts. He 
currently lives in Los Angeles. 

Suhail Yusuf Khan - Sarangi 

Suhail is an eighth-generation sarangi player from New Delhi, India. He started his 
musical training at the age of seven with his grandfather, the late Ustad Sabri Khan, 
and uncle, Ustad Kamal Sabri. A multifaceted artist, composer, singer, and songwrit-
er, he is well versed in varied genres from Indian Classical Music to Contemporary 
Rock, Jazz Fusion, Folk Music Fusion, and World Music. In 2013, he was appointed 
as a Cultural Ambassador for the British Council in New Delhi. He is a contracted 
artist with Domino Record Label Band, Yorkston Thorne Khan, and he has been 
extensively touring with the Indo-Welsh folk/jazz band, Khamira, and the Indo-Korean 
collaboration, Hauz Khas Connection. He is a Ph.D. candidate in Ethnomusicology at 
Wesleyan University.



1. Parvaaz-e Noor: Flight of light (4’35) | Composed by Rajib Karmakar
Raga Misra-Bhairavi set to Deepchandi Taal • Featuring Oud, Tabla, Sarangi, and Sitar  

The first flight (Parvaaz) for a fledgling brings with it trepidation and fear of the unknown. But it 
gathers courage, unravels its wings, and launches itself for the sky. Flushed with the freedom it 
experiences and awash in the light (noor) its faith has brought, Parvaaz-e Noor symbolizes the 
power of conviction and liberation from the fears that hold us back. 

2. I Came, I Saw, I Surrendered (6’08) | Arranged by Sandeep Das & Rajib Karmakar
Traditional Composition • Raga Khamaj set to Keherwa Taal and Teentaal • Featuring Sitar, Tabla, and Sarangi 

Vaishnav Jana To, a favorite bhajan of Mahatma Gandhi, sings of the virtues of empathy, 
respect and spirituality and the essence of being a good human. Rejoicing the beauty that 
comes from selflessness, it paints a lush picture of humanity’s greater purpose and the divinity 
that comes from surrendering to it.

 3. Virah: The Longing (12’02) | Arranged by Sandeep Das & Suhail Yusuf Khan   
Traditional Composition • Raga Kirwani set to Dadra Taal and Keherwa Taal • Featuring Sarangi, Oud, and Tabla 

Virah– an intense longing caused by separation– opens with a soulful sarangi lament 
conveying Radha’s angst for her beloved Krishna. Widely celebrated as RadheKrishna in 
Hindu mythology, their love story is devotional, ethereal and eternal, and often interpreted as a 
human being’s search for and union with the Divine, representing the Vedic philosophy of 
Soham– I am He/That. 

 4. Delhi to Damascus (7’29) | Composed by Kinan Adnawi, Arranged by Sandeep Das 
Set to Keherwa Taal • Featuring Sarangi, Oud, Sitar, and Tabla  

The title track is a tribute to the convergence and dissemination of culture that resulted from the 
lucrative trade along the legendary Silk Road. The dynamic strumming of the oud, sitar, and 
sarangi, coupled with powerful tabla rhythms, evokes images of merchants with their caravans 
traveling through the desert, mountains, and steppes to trade gems, silks, and spices, weaving 
an enchanting musical tapestry reminiscent of the bustling bazaars of the fabled Silk Roads. 

 
5. Shiva-Shakti (6’26) | Arranged by Sandeep Das & Rajib Karmakar 

Traditional Indian Raga • Raga Saraswati set to Dhamar Taal • Featuring Sitar and Tabla

This lyrical and grounded piece unfolds the cosmic dance of, and the inevitable union between, 
two equal and opposite forces, Shiva and Shakti. Shiva– the divine masculine energy 
symbolized by tabla– is centered, steadfast, formless, and unmoved by the pain and suffering 
around him. Shakti– the divine feminine energy represented by sitar– is powerful, fluid, sensual, 
raw, expressive, and manifest in all things living. Separate, they are incomplete, but when in a 
union they become the androgynous lord Ardhanarishvara, a beautiful balance of the dual 
energies found within all beings. 

6. Aafreen (7’29) | Arranged by Sandeep Das & Suhail Yusuf Khan 
Traditional Indian Raga • Raga Sahana set to Jhaptaal • Featuring Sarangi and Tabla 
“Beauty and enlightenment” in Kurdish, “moonlight” in Persian, “beautiful” in Turkish, 
“powerful rose” in Arabic, “gem” in Egyptian/Moroccan, “amiable” in Finnish and Uralic, 
and “fortunate” in Tamil– Aafreen has many meanings. A hypnotic interplay between tabla 
and sarangi creates the effect of a powerful and dramatic symphony.

7. Come Hither My Love (10’03) | Arranged by Sandeep Das & Suhail Yusuf Khan  
Traditional Composition • Set to Dadra Taal • Featuring Sarangi, Sitar, and Tabla

Come Hither My Love is a rendition of Rangi Saari (colored all over), a popular Semi-Classical 
thumri* sung in the Braj language of Northern India. It is a monologue of a woman doing 
ched-chad (romantic teasing) with her beloved, complaining that her chundariya (scarf) has been 
colored in red merely by his gaze.

8. Usha (8’12) | Composed by Rajib Karmakar
Raga Bhairavi set to Dadra Taal • Featuring Sitar, Oud, and Tabla

Ushas is a Vedic goddess of dawn, consort of Surya (the Sun God), and sister of Ratri (night) 
and Nidra (sleep). She rides a golden chariot drawn by cows and horses (representing light and 
power), unveiling herself to the cosmos. Her arrival infuses hope, drives away darkness, sets 
things in motion, and brings order to the universe. Arranged in a morning raga, this cyclical 
cosmic ritual, portrayed by the strumming of sitar, gradually transitions from a meditative mood 
to a high-energy crescendo.

*Thumri: thum (from thumakna) “walking with a dancing gait such that it tinkles the ankle-bells” and ri (from rijhana) is “to enchant”. 
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Harmony and Universality through Music (HUM): 
Inspired by Yo-Yo Ma’s vision of creating a more 
“inclusive world,” tabla maestro Sandeep Das 
founded HUM to promote global understanding 
through music and provide scholarships for 
specially-abled children interested in music. 

“I am so happy and grateful that Sandeep 
has created [HUM]. With his great communi-
cation skills, his artistry, and his humility, as 
Sandeep spreads harmony through music he 
will also be spreading the great values that 
creative collaboration brings.”

 —Yo-Yo MaRajib Karmakar Kinan Adnawi Suhail Yusuf Khan Sandeep Das



   

into this project with their amazing musicality and support.To Matthew Miller for the video 
editing and mixing, Misha Thomas for her photography, Mark Landsberg for his video 
work, Jeff Hansel of BMC for the studio space, my brother Hamid Rahmanian for agreeing 
to design the album cover at the drop of a hat and coming up with such a magnificent idea, 
and Ranojoy Hazra for his excellent inlay artwork. Thank you to Matias Tarnopolsky, 
Deborah Rutter, and Damian Woetzel for always standing by me, to my beloved cheeni, 
Shubha Mudgal, for being a true sister, to my friend Vijay Singh for his unwavering love 
and affection, and to Jim Grace, David Horn, Souvik Saha, Susan Church, Sharad 
Agarwal, Venkat Kutty, Margie Kern, Catherine and John Chacha, Laura Freid, and Bernie 
and Sue Pucker for their support. To Johnny Gandelsman for not only being one of the 
finest musicians I have ever worked with but for being a true friend and brother and for 
guiding me in releasing the album. A heartfelt thanks to the entire Silk Road family.

I am so thankful for the the hard work and patronage of the people behind HUM, without 
whom HUM would not exist: the team of Dhirendra Kumar, Subhojit Bose, Prachi Chitis, 
Pallavi Chitnis, Amitabha Bose, Gautam Das, Soma Bose, Debashish Das, Rathin Barury, 
Vineeta Chaudhary, Rajeev Ranjan, and Antara Roy, and its patrons Sanjay Kothari, 
Joydeep Bhattacharya, Ajey Maharaj, Jyotirmoy Daw, Sanjiv Kumar, Dr. S. Kundu, and Dr. 
R. Manocha.
 
Last but not least, thank you to my student, Bailey O’Donnell, for her dedication and 
organization. I can’t thank Shonool Malik enough for pushing me to get to the finish line, 
for the wonderful liner notes, and for naming and describing the tracks beautifully thus 
capturing their essence. A huge thank you to my wife, Tripti Das, for bearing with my 
craziness and still loving and supporting me unconditionally, and to my daughters, Sakshi 
Das and Sonakshi Das, for completing my life.

To anyone I might have missed, please know it’s not intentional. And finally, a warm hug to 
all lovers of music who have supported me along my journey.
     
Sandeep Das 

A few years ago, I had an epiphany while 
listening to a world music concert performed by 
my students– with the change of a single 
musical note, I was seamlessly traveling from 
one country to another, without needing a 
passport, or a visa, or getting on a flight! This 
transformational power of music was deeply 
calming and thought-provoking. Empowered by 
the belief that every musical note counts, I 
launched Transcending Borders One Note at a 
Time, a Project that uses this very power of 
music to celebrate our commonality in spite of 
our differences and provides a platform for 
connecting audiences and cultures. Delhi to 
Damascus is the first initiative under this canopy 
of connecting people and cultures. I am also 
happy to share that my next initiative under this 
project is Subah-e Kashi Shaam-e Shiraaz. 
  
While it is impossible to mention the countless 

people who have stood by me, personally and professionally, I want to express my love and 
gratitude for my father, Kashi Nath Das, and mother, Aarti Das, for their vision, 
perseverance, and belief in me. Without their support, and that of my family, I wouldn't be 
here today. I’m eternally indebted to my two Gurus, the legendary Pandit Kishan Maharaj Ji 
and Pandit Sheo Kumar Singh Ji, for showing me the path and offering knowledge and 
wisdom beyond music. A big hug to cellist Yo-Yo Ma– the greatest human being I have met 
so far– for inspiring me to stretch my vision and my music “to create a more hopeful world” 
and my soul brother Wu Tong for giving me insight into life. 

A shout out to Rajib Karmakar for not only his soulful playing but for going above and 
beyond to help with this album. To Suhail Yusuf Khan and Kinan Adnawi for breathing life 

   


